
AT-HOME DOG
TRAINING

I N  C O L L A B O R A T I O N  W I T H  E L I T E  K 9 S  U K

IT  GOES WITHOUT SAYING, PRACTICING BASIC OBEDIENCE WITH OUR
DOGS WHILE IN ISOLATION WILL BE A GREAT USE OF OUR TIME.  WHY

NOT GET THEIR OBEDIENCE SHARPENED UP,  READY FOR WHEN WE CAN
HIT THE DOG PARKS & BEACHES AGAIN?  MAYBE YOU'VE LET YOUR

RECALL GET A LITTLE SLACK OR FIDO'S PULLING A LITTLE TOO MUCH
ON WALKS? WHATEVER IT IS,  NOW'S THE TIME TO DEAL WITH IT.
SO HERE AT ELITE K9S UK IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE AWESOME

VIVENDI APPAREL,  WE'VE PUT TOGETHER A FEW FUN AND HOPEFULLY
DIFFERENT IDEAS TO TRY WITH YOUR DOGS WHILSE ON LOCKDOWN.

One mustn’t forget that one of the best things to teach
our dogs is nothing. To teach our dogs to relax is the best
thing that we can ever do. Being able to say to your dog
“right it’s time to chill” and they happily relax at your side
or in their bed, is the best feeling in the world. So think
carefully, during this period of isolation and lockdown,
the type of exercise you give your dog. It can directly
affect how they behave and their ability to relax. A dog
whose been out chasing a ball none stop, 

whose adrenaline is pumping through their body, who's now only allowed one walk a
day; may find it harder to relax at home than one whose mind is being correctly
stimulated. This is a very difficult time for everyone, but I've noticed a lot of people
with puppies and young dogs worrying about needing to be out socialising their new
baby. Socialisation is extremely important, but there are many ways to make sure we
don't end up raising an anti-social dog. Allowing your pup to meet every dog and
person they see, can lead to issues further down the line. As they come to expect
every human and dog to say hello and unfortunately that isn’t the reality.
 



Here at Elite K9s UK, we try to find the happy medium so our dogs learn to happily
ignore passing human and canine traffic. During your puppy's initial socialisation
period we do want exposure to lots of different things; learn that people and other
dogs are good; cars are not scary; sheep are not to be chased. But good habituation is
created by watching and experiencing the new and unusual things in their
environment at a safe distance. So social distancing isn’t actually the worst thing to
happen here. Watching from a safe distance and getting your pup used to ignoring
certain things isn’t bad at all. During your one allocated daily walk, mix up the places
you will take your puppy. Allow them to explore the world around them and even sit at
a good distance from others, allowing pup to take in the hustle and bustle of the world
we live in. Focus on their puppy exercises still, but also focus on the environmental
side of training. Have them learning to safely climb and walk on different surfaces, let
them enjoy their walk and their time with you. We will be offering online courses and
help for people so check out our page and see what we have to offer. Or if you just
want to chat over Video call about anything dog related please don’t hesitate to
contact me. Right, on to some lockdown activities! 

Activity Toys
Activity toys are a great thing to give to your dog when you need your time to chill out,
when you need to sit down and have a meal or you need to work and don’t have time
to give the dog the attention that they sometimes need. So the night before I always
get all of my activity toys prepped and ready for the day ahead. They're great for two
things: giving your dog something to do while you’re busy and actively draining mental
energy. Stuffable Kong type toys, Lick-it matts, treat dispensers, puzzle games are all
fantastic but if you don't already have them getting hold of them now might not be
considered essential or even doable for that matter but don't worry! You can make
them yourself out of simple household items. Why not core an apple and stuff it like a
Kong (freezing for added longevity and to sooth your teething puppy's teeth and
gums). A plastic bottle with treats inside provides hours of fun. Just make sure you
remove all labels, tops and any other outer plastic that could be a choking hazard. Or
just grab a muffin tray sprinkle some treats in then cover the holes with tennis balls or
toys. Make sure you use nice high-value treats. I stuff my Kongs with garlic chicken,
corn beef, pates, squeezy cheese and even kibble (as long as there's something to glue
up the hole and make it more difficult to get the meaty morsels inside).
 



Bow
Get a treat in one hand and get your dog in a stand position. Place your free hand
palm down and flat under your dog's belly. Do not grab! (That's why we do it palm
down.) Be prepared to move away if at any point your dog becomes unsure or upset.
Your hand is only there to guide in the early stages. Now put the treat to your dog's
nose. Allow them to chew and lick at it then draw the treat down to the floor whilst
supporting their belly in the air. Reward by releasing the treat and give loads of praise.
I say the cue word bow after a few reps, but only when the dog's in the position.
Some dogs may stretch all the way down with no issue; others may be apprehensive.
For those that aren't keen, take your time. As soon as they stretch down even a little,
reward. Take baby steps. Eventually when they're ready, we can teach them to be
comfortable in this strange position. But never push too hard too fast. 
As your dog gets more comfortable with the exercise, allow them to nibble the treat in
your hand instead of releasing it straight away. Soon you can start to slowly slide your
hand out from under the belly. Once your able to get your arm out fully, reward with
the treat and lavish them in praise. Keep doing this until you can keep them chewing at
the treat longer and longer without your other arm assisting them. Eventually you
won’t even need to put your arm there to help at all.

Tricks 
These are a great way to bond with your dog. They aren’t necessarily an essential part
of dog training, but they are by far one of the most fun. Once isolation is over you'll be
able to wow your friends & family with these party tricks. 

Twist & Spin 
Not just a fab little trick, but can teach suppleness too. First decide which cue word will
be assigned to which direction. So let's say clockwise for twist and anti-clockwise for
spin. Have a treat in your hand, put it to you dog's nose and keep it there with them
licking and chewing. Draw a big horizontal circle with the treat from the nose round
past the tail and back to their nose again. The idea is your dog will follow the treat and
learn to spin round. They will likely find one way easier than the other, as like us they
have a favorite side. Once they’ve done one revolution, reward and try again. Keep it
slow. Speed will come with time. Eventually you can ditch the treat and reward once
the turn's complete. As they get better at this trick, slowly start to bring your hand
away from their nose and even try it from a slight distance.



Hide & Seek 
No we haven't gone all Lion, Witch and the Wardrobe... but you can play hide and seek
with your dog. So here’s how I do it: throw a few treats on the ground; and then, you
guessed it...go hide! Start off with something easy. Maybe throw the treats into the hall
and run into your living room and hide behind the door. The second your dog finds
you, shout YEAH and give lots of praise. It's as simple as that. Just rinse and repeat,
mixing up the hiding places. The important thing is keeping it simple and easy until
your dog understands the game. Once they do, you can start to increase the
complexity. Even start having someone hold your dog whilst you find that perfect
hiding place, in another room or the garden. But you must remember to start off small
and teach your pooch how to use their nose properly. if you want to get really
advanced start aging the scent. Wait 10 seconds before your helper releases your dog.
Depending on the surface holding the scent, your smell can stick around for hours. It's
a really great game to play during isolation for both you and your dog. So this one’s
definitely a win win. 

 

Searching for food 
Have a tub of treats at the ready. To start have your dog on the lead. Get them excited
about the tub of food, then you're both going to run towards the "hide" area (behind
the curtains for example). Make sure your dog is looking and sprinkle some treats
behind you. Immediately drop the lead and say "find it", allowing them to go get their
reward. Yes technically you dog hasn't "searched" for the food... yet, but keep it simple
to begin with and as always build up in baby steps. If you're isolating with friends or
family you can maybe have someone hold your dog or if not and they have a solid wait
use that, while you put out the “hides”. As your dog gets better and better, pretend to
put the food down and touch a chair leg or the edge of a door. Anywhere to leave a tiny
splash of your scent, to throw your dog off a little. Always let them see what you are
doing to begin with, so as to help them get an idea where to look. When you release
your hound to find said treats say "find" or "search" or whatever your chosen cue word
is. As your dog gets the hang of it you can start to do these blind, keeping the dog in
another room whilst you hide the treats or a toy! Another great thing to do if your dog is
fed dry food: ditch the food bowl and scatter their food out in the garden or yard. Have
them work to find dinner. It's great mental stimulation. 



If you are using a toy you would do these exercises exactly the same way, but as a
reward play tug or fetch instead. Once you’ve finished the last hide, put the toy
away. Use a toy that you only get out to play search games. Another simple and
great way to "hide" your dog's toy outside is initiate a game, get them excited, take
hold of your dogs collar and then throw the toy into the grass. If like me you haven’t
mown the lawn in a while, the toy will disappear and hide itself easily. Wait, then
release to find their toy. Once they have it, run backwards calling your dog,
increasing the excitement and have a good game of tuggy together. Repeat this a
few times and then advance to disorienting your dog by walking away with them
once the toy has settled. Maybe even turning a circle just so they visually forget
where it was thrown. This way they'll have to really engage their nose, which is one
of the single best ways to engage their brain. Again, if your dog has a good wait this
is a great time to practice it and use the find as a reward. Don't forget to make sure
you let them work! Don’t interfere too much. Your dog will let you know when they
need help. Only say find it once. Allow them to work their noses and figure it out.
The more you help, the more time it will take for your dog to advance.

Indoor and outdoor obstacle course 
No jumping from great heights, no slippy floors, concrete or hard floors. Puppies and
young dogs should not be doing anything that will impact on their joints and
overweight/old dogs will need to build up to their muscle coverage first. 
Use a plank of wood and a couple of plant pots as a starter agility jump. Start with the
plank on the ground and have the dog walk over it using a treat. Then place one side
up on one of the plant pots so you have a diagonal jump. Do a few more reps. For
fully grown/mature dogs you can have both sides up, still keeping it nice and low.
You'll need to use treats and really sweep your hand up and across the jump for your
dog to follow. Have you got a hula hoop to hand? Why not teach them to walk through
with it rested on the floor. Holding the hoop in one hand and luring them through
with a treat in your other hand to get them used to it. Add reps, slowly lifting it off the
ground, but only once your dog is comfortable. Bamboo sticks or cones available? Use
them as weave poles and teach your dog to weave in and out of them with treats.
Keep a good distance between each “pole” to make it easy to start with, decreasing
the gaps as your dog gets to grips with the technique. Eventually you can hold on to
the treat while your dog completes the whole course and reward at the end.



Gym Time
Got a gym ball? Perfect! You can teach them to balance their front feet up on the
ball. Or even their back feet. This is actually a great exercise for building your dog's
core strength, but also helps teach back feet awareness. If you want to go super
advanced, why not add a wobble board or two? We can build up to teaching your
dog to stand both front feet on one wobble board and the back on another. An
amazing core workout, whilst also teaching them limb co-ordination. I can't be the
only person who's dogs' forget they have four legs! Don’t worry if you don’t have
wobble boards you can use anything really. Just to teach your dog to be aware of
where they're placing their feet. And who knows... if you both enjoy yourselves,
maybe when isolation is over grab some gym equipment and get yourself on
Britain's Got Talent. If you're starting with the gym ball, place it against the wall or
prop it between a couple of things so it doesn’t roll away. At first your dog may be
worried about the instability. If that's the case I would teach my dog a "paws up",
separately, away from the ball. It's easier to establish this behaviour on a stable
surface first. Try it while sat down and use your lap or a chair.

Lure your dog, using their fav treat or toy, up onto the chair and reward as soon as
they put both feet in the position you want, then say "paws up". Do this a few times to
get it established. Then try with the ball again. Be more forgiving with the gym ball. It
will move and it will be quite unsettling to some dogs, so remember lots of praise. We
can teach "paws back" the same way. Away from the gym ball first and bring the ball in
once established. Now some dogs struggle with hind end coordination. This is normal.
It's difficult for most dogs, so please take your time to teach this. I would use a small
box or stool against the wall to teach foot placement and confidence first. That way
they don’t have to worry about getting their legs too high. Just lure them backwards
using their reward until their feet touch the step. When they are comfortable doing
this use the gym ball secured against the wall.
So how do we teach front and back feet balancing on two different objects I hear you
say? Simple... luring! So have your two steps/boxes/wobble boards a good distance
apart. Not too far, but with enough space for your dog to comfortably stand between
the two. Push the treat towards your dog until they pop up with their back legs,
making it much easier to bring the treat forward slightly until the front legs naturally
want to step up onto the front object. Instantly reward and repreat then ask them to
stay in position longer and longer as it goes on.



Gym Time Continued...
 

Ever heard of a flirt pole.... nope it isn’t some new isolation fitness class dating app. It is
in fact just a giant cat toy for our dogs! Many of us horse folk probably have a lunge
whip lying around. Perfect! Tie an empty bag, an old rag or soft dog toy to the end and
play with your dog like a cat. You can have them chasing it back and forth around the
garden (less jumping more chasing and again avoid nasty hard surfaces). The key to
this is making sure you allow them to win! A lot! Ten minutes of twists and turns, done
correctly is a real hard workout. Best done outdoors if you have a garden, but never
on concrete as it’s not good for the dogs pads and or joints. If you don’t have a lunge
whip, don’t worry order one from amazon or a ready made flirt pole, which usually
comes with a cool toy attached. Bonus! Hopefully, amazon will understand this is an
essential delivery, but if not this might be one for after businesses reopen.

 
I hope some of these exercises help make lockdown easier for both you and your dog.
Remember to also practice and sharpen up those basic obedience cues. Recall, loose
lead walking or whatever you think needs work. Head on over to Elite K9s UK by using

the link below and we'll help you make the best out of this horrible situation.
 

Farah of Elite K9s UK

https://www.facebook.com/Elite-K9s-Uk-128225243921941/

